
PROFESSIONAL
AIRBRUSHES



SAGOLA’s XTech Airbrushes is engineered to meet 
the demands of the discerning airbrush artist and 
professional painter.

Airbrushes for automotive, fine arts, bodypaint, tanning, 
illustration, make-up, model making, confectionery, 
temporary tattoo - tattoo, textiles, nail decoration...

The range is divided in 5 different models, one for each 
type of application.

• Needle closing and packing made of Teflon.

• Highly precise and smooth air and product valve.

• Working pressure 15/30 psi   1/2 bar

• Air inlet connection: 1/8” male

We take care of the presice details

Rafa Fonseca Art Studio with XTech airbrushes
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Sagola XTech 100 airbrush. Dual action professional  
airbrush and gravity feed paint system. 

0.2 mm. neddle and nozzle set up, that offers a superfine 
spraying, for the highest precision.

0.9 ml. deposit to use with small quantity of paint. Ideal 
for quick colour changes.

Sagola XTech 200 airbrush. Dual action professional  
airbrush and gravity feed paint system. 

0.2 and 0.3 mm. neddle and nozzles, that offer a fine 
spraying and a high precision.

1.5 ml. deposit to use with medium amounts of paint. 
Easy to clean. Ideal for quick colour changes.
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Version Code

Ø 0.2 XTech 100 17410501

Version Code

Ø 0.2 XTech 200 17410601

Ø 0.3 XTech 200 17410602
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Sagola XTech 300 airbrush. Dual action professional  
airbrush and gravity feed paint system.

0.3 mm. neddle and nozzle set up, that offers a fine 
pulverization and a good precision.

5 ml. deposit to use any paint quantity, but maintaining 
the advantage of an easy cleaning and colour change.

Sagola XTech 400 airbrush. Dual action professional  
airbrush and gravity feed paint system. 

0.3 mm. neddle and nozzle set up, that offers a fine 
pulverization and a good precision. Ideal for murals for a 
bit thicker colors.

9 ml. deposit to use any paint quantity, but maintaining 
the advantage of an easy cleaning and colour change.
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XTech

XTech

Version Code

Ø 0.3 XTech 400 17410801

Version Code

Ø 0.3 XTech 300 17410701
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Sagola XTech 500 airbrush. Dual 
action professional  
airbrush and suction feed paint 
system. 

0.3 and 0.5 mm. neddle and 
nozzles, that offer a fine spraying 
from a high precision to a large 
spray pattern.

22 ml. suction deposit with fast change system. Ideal for 
changing color in an instant.

Ideal for projects such as T-shirts, Remote control cars.

500XTech

Version Code

Ø 0.3 XTech 500 17410901

Ø 0.5 XTech 500 17410902

The range of XTech airbrushes 
is presented in a custom box

Includes:

• XTech airbrush

• Air hose

• Adapter

Air hose

Adapter
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CONTROL, this is the word that best defines the new 
SAGOLA Mini Xtreme. A tool that makes easy the difficult. 
High quality finishes. Special for shadings and retouches.

The best tool for quick everyday repairs. Adjusted fan size 
to save product on painting small parts.

Fans of 30 cm. with an air consumption of 190 L/min. 
Suitable to work with 2 HP compressors.

All of our Xreme identity in 365 grams: metal-to-metal 
technology, aircaps made of duralumin, forged and 
anodized body...

Round Jet Mini Tech 
nozzle for microfine 

atomization

The SAGOLA 475 XTech spraygun that due to its reduced 
dimension becomes ideal for shadings, little retouches 
and/or painting of small parts.

Injected aluminum body, very light. Manufactured with 
Sagola high technology to provide a very high quality of 
atomization.

This model incorporates the high quality gravity cup with 
a 125 ml capacity. Includes paint filter.

Available with three aircaps. Variety of nozzles to give 
great precision to the retouching and painting of parts.

Nozzle Aircap Code

0.80 Mini AQUA 10111801

1.00 Mini AQUA 10111802

1.20 Mini AQUA 10111803*

0.60 Mini TECH 10111811

1.00 Mini TECH 10111812

*Avec godet noire, spéciale pour les applications de 
produits de séchage par contact avec la lumière UV

Nozzle Aircap Code

0.50 05 20140801

0.80 05 20140802

1.00 05 20140803

0.50 R5 20140804
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Complete spray design equipment kit. The two star 
products of Sagola range for the professional airbrush 
with all accessories come together in a practical case.

Equipped with the 475 XTech gravity spraygun with R5 
aircap for maximum precision in the smallest fades, fluid 
nozzle Ø 0.5 mm., air flow regulator and a maintenance 
whrench.

XTech 500 high precision double effect airbrush with 22 
ml. suction deposit.

Includes high quality braided air hose for airbrushes.

CP compressors have been specifically designed for use 
with the XTech range of airbrushes. Compact, powerful 
and with high reliability.

Both models incorporate a filter with an air outlet regulator 
and a automatic stop switch.

The sound level is minimal, with a maximum of 47 dB. 
They are ultra-silent.

Single cylinder compressor (CP 1000) and two-cylinder 
compressor (CP 2000). Minimum maintenance.
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Description Code

Premium 3800 case 25410502

Description Code

CP 2000 Compressor UE 220 - 240 V / 50 Hz 10620801

CP 2000 Compressor US 110 - 130 V / 60 Hz 10620802

CP 1000 Compressor UE 220 - 240 V / 50 Hz 10620701

CP 1000 Compressor US 110 - 130 V / 60 Hz 10620702

Compressors



SAGOLA S.A.U.
Urartea, 6 • 01010

Vitoria-Gasteiz (Álava) SPAIN
Tel.: (+34) 945 214 150

sagola@sagola.com
www.sagola.com
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